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You CAN Successfully
Homeschool Your Kids With
Learning Difficulties
Marianne Sunderland
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For slides from presentation

Text ‘LEARNDIFFERENT’
to 44222

Reply to text with your
email address
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What You’ll Learn Today
The underlying causes of most learning difficulties
How these weaknesses affect learning
Teaching methods that work
What to look for in curriculum
When and how to get help
How to asses different treatments
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4 Areas of Underlying Weakness
Processing ability: both visual and auditory
Working memory
Attention deficits
Executive function weaknesses
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Signs of Dyslexia
•

does not enjoy reading but likes being read to

•

slow, inaccurate reading

•

uses context clues rather than sounding words out

•

skips or misreads little words (at, to, of)

•

poor spelling - very phonetic

•

trouble telling time on a clock with hands

•

inattentiveness, distractibility

•

slow and messy handwriting - also called dysgraphia

•

letter and number reversals after first grade

•

trouble memorizing math facts

•

hesitant speech; difficulty finding the right words to express self

•

extremely messy bedroom, backpack or desk

Dyslexic Strengths
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Often highly creative
Making connections others cannot see
Inventive thinking
Entrepreneurial thinking
Persistant
Can easily grasp new concepts
See patterns, connections and similarities that others don’t
Excellent at solving puzzles
Excellent comprehension of stories read to them
Strong reasoning skills
Understand abstract ideas
Inclination to think outside the box
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Signs of Dyscalculia
Has trouble recognizing numbers and symbols.
Has difficulty learning and recalling basic math facts.
Struggles to identify +, ‒ and other signs and use them correctly.
May still use fingers to count instead of
using more sophisticated strategies.
Has trouble writing numerals clearly or
putting them in the correct column.
Has trouble coming up with a plan to solve a math problem.
Struggles to understand words related to math,
such as greater than and less than.
Has trouble telling his left from his right,
and has a poor sense of direction.
Avoids playing games like Risk that involve number strategy.
Has trouble telling time.
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Signs of Dysgraphia
In Early Writers
Tight, awkward pencil grip and body position
Avoiding writing or drawing tasks
Trouble forming letter shapes
Inconsistent spacing between letters or words
Poor understanding of uppercase and lowercase letters
Inability to write or draw in a line or within margins
Tiring quickly while writing
I
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More Signs of Dysgraphia
Illegible handwriting
Mixture of cursive and print writing
Concentrating so hard on writing that comprehension
of what’s written is missed
Trouble thinking of words to write or organizing thoughts on paper
Omitting or not finishing words in sentences
Difficulty with syntax structure and grammar
Large gap between written ideas and
understanding demonstrated through speech

Debunking the Myths
About Learning Difficulties
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Myth: Learning disabilities are correlated to IQ.
Myth: These kids are just late bloomers
Myth: Learning difficulties are caused by bad diet,
bad parenting or watching too much TV.
Myth: These kids are just lazy and need to work harder.
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Common Learning Issues
Reading
Spelling
Handwriting - Dysgraphia
Math - Dyscalculia
Organization - Executive Function
Focus and Attention
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Aren’t the Schools the
Educational Experts?
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Benefits to Homeschooling Kids With
Learning Difficulties
•

Allows for individualized instruction

•

Allows for kids to focus on areas of interest and for
lessons to be planned around those interests.

•

Allows for freedom from being measured against peers
with no learning difficulties.

•

Allows for your child to work at their own pace using
resources that work best with their individual strengths.

•

Avoids the rigid scheduling and standardized testing
that is required in the public schools.
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Teaching Methods That Work
Multi-sensory
Use of visual resources - video, DVD, etc.
Combine subjects and include discussion - make
connections!
Accommodations to determine what they really know
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The Importance of Making
Accommodations
Remediation:
fixing the foundation
Accommodation:
making ways for kids to perform at their academic ability
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Accommodations
Read materials to student
Allow oral answers instead of written
Allow extra time on assignments
Allow instructional aids like a
multiplication chart or a letter strip
Allow assistive technology
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Homeschool Methods That Work
Unit Studies
integrate all subjects into one theme
often hands-on or activity-based
great for teaching multiple ages and learning styles
together
Charlotte Mason
based around living books
short, intense classes
narration
lots of time outside
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More Homeschool Methods That Work
Classical
based on 3 stages of intellectual development
grammar, logic, rhetoric
end goal to create critical thinkers
Unschooling
child directed
no textbooks yet purposeful
Eclectic
a mix of many methods
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How to Choose Curriculum
•

shorter, more intense teaching sessions

•

auditory learning (audio books, discussion,
educational DVDs)

•

uses hands on methods where child can
learn from experience

•

oral work or discussion of material
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Choosing Curriculum
•

lots of writing - look for narration, arts-based
assignments

•

learning by reading - look for video or audio
resources

•

spelling lists

•

rote memorization
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More Thoughts on Curriculum
Moms have learning styles too
Don’t be afraid to cut and paste
Technology is your friend
Don’t underestimate the power of interest-led learning
It may take time to find the right curriculum or teaching style

How to Teach Reading:
What Works
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Orton-Gillingham
Multi-sensory
Direct and Explicit
Systematic
Personalized
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Reading Curricula For Use at Home
All About Reading (and Spelling)
Logic of English
Reading Horizons
Barton Reading and Spelling
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How to Teach Math:
What Works
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Good Math Curricula for Kids With
Dyscalculia
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How to Teach Handwriting:
What Works
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Handwriting Curricula for
Kids With Dysgraphia
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When to Get Help for a Child
With Learning Difficulties
An older child who is significantly behind
To relieve tension between child and parent tutor
A child is not making significant progress at home
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When to Get Testing
To qualify for accommodations on testing
(academic, SAT)
To document for child’s sake
For proof to family members
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‘Treatments’
•

What is being promised?

•

What do others who are not involved in marketing
this treatment have to say?

•

What independent research has been done to
prove the effectiveness of this approach?

•

Does it make sense with what you know?
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Assessing Alternative Programs

Don’t be afraid to experiment,
but stick to proven programs for
the core of your interventions.
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Vision Therapies
Dyslexia not a vision issue and therefore cannot be treated
by visual aids.
Vision Therapy: May reduce eye strain and fatigue
but there is no scientific evidence that vision therapy
will improve academic achievement.
Colored Glasses: May improve reading fluency, comfort,
comprehension, attention, and concentration but is not a
form of remediation and does not replace the need for
evidence-based methods.
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Auditory Training
Signs of Auditory Processing Lags
•
•

•
•
•

•

Trouble learning in the presence of background noise
Weaknesses with phonics and speech sound
discrimination
Poor auditory attention and memory
Needing to have verbal information repeated
Difficulty with selecting vocabulary (finding “just the
right word”)
Delays in response to verbal requests and in following
verbal instructions
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Auditory Training Therapy:
What the Research Says
Auditory Training Therapy uses games and other
activities that provide guided practice to improve
language processing skills i.e. FastForword
Limited data to show that it has lasting benefit.
Young children in grades K-3 seem to benefit the most.
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Train-the-Brain-Therapies
Exercises to enhance areas that underly weaknesses such
as memory, attention, organization, and processing speed.
Interactive Metronome
Learning Rx
CogMed
Brain Integration Exercises
Does not ‘cure’ dyslexia but has been shown to help
attention, visual processing and related issues.
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Priorities in Choosing
a Method of Remediation
•

Begin with and keep working with a research-based
reading program

•

All programs will need to be individualized

•

Use wisdom in choosing alternative treatments

•

Teaching a child with processing differences takes
perseverance, creativity, and time
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Signs of ADD or ADHD
INATTENTIVE
• doesn’t pay attention to details
• makes careless mistakes
• trouble

staying focused; is easily distracted
not to listen
remembering things and following
directions
• trouble staying organized, planning ahead, and
finishing projects
• gets bored with a task before it’s completed
• frequently loses or misplaces schoolwork, books,
toys or other items
• appears
• difficulty
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Signs of ADD or ADHD
HYPERACTIVE
•
•
•
•
•
•

constantly fidgets and squirms
runs or climbs inappropriately
talks too much
difficulty playing quietly or relaxing
always on the go – as if driven by a motor
may have a quick temper
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Myths About ADD and ADHD
Myth 1: All kids with attention issues are hyperactive
Myth 2: Kids with ADD can never focus
Myth 3: Kids with ADD or ADHD could behave
better if they wanted to
Myth 4: ADD or ADHD is outgrown
Myth 5: Medication is the best treatment
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Teaching Tips for ADD and ADHD
Diet & exercise
Avoid busy work
Take frequent breaks
Use a reward system
Start the day with the most difficult subject
Use a timer
Regular routine & clutter-free work spaces
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The Importance of
Parent Education
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